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This is the jubilee 10-th volume of book 5 Mathematics, Informatics and Physics. The 
beginning was in Spring, 2001, when the colleagues of the former section Mathematics 
and Physics decided to start publishing our own book of the Proceedings of the Union of 
Scientists – Ruse. The first volume included 24 papers. Through the years there have 
been authors not only from the Angel Kanchev University of Ruse but as well as from 
universities of Gabrovo, Varna, Veliko Tarnovo and abroad – Russia, Greece and USA. 

Since the 6-th volume the preparation and publishing of the papers began to be done 
in English. 

The new 10-th volume of book 5 Mathematics, Informatics and Physics includes 
papers in Mathematics, Informatics and Information Technologies, Physics and materials 
from the Scientific Conference ‘Information Technologies in Education’ (ITE), held at the 
University of Ruse in November 2012 in the frame of Project 2012-FNSE-02. 
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AUTOMATIC PROGRAM GENERATION  
WITHOUT INTERNAL MACHINE REPRESENTATION  
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Abstract: This paper describes some of the problems with automatic program generation, using or not 

internal machine representation. 
Keywords: program generation, internal machine representation. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Internal machine representation [16] has many advantages: high-speed, the 

developer is confident in his system (it is not open source code, so that is not accessible to 
manipulate by all), generation is allowed in different programming languages and so on. 
But there is a significant drawback - presumably if has to be a functionally complete 
system. That means to be expensive, with a long period of development and testing, 
because it has finished all necessary modules have to be in a complete form: those for 
import and export, dialog editors of different nature for task descriptions [12] (text, image, 
natural-languages, etc.), carefully designed internal machine representation, generators to 
relevant program languages and so on. It is imperative a service team for system 
development and maintaining to be kept available. 
 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION 
Let consider such a functionally complete system, like as KATIA 3D or IBM Web 

Sphere Lombardi [7] (Fig. 1): 
An internal machine representation (different structures) of the considered object is 

created. Usually one already knows the subject areas in which we operate. The end users 
(engineers, designers and other specialists) put their task using different dialog resources 
to describe the job: it can be different types of graphical interfaces, dialog interfaces, menu 
systems and others (depending on the specific needs for each type of interface can be a 
generator creating it). 

After the job has been described, the system converts it to the internal machine 
representation, appropriate to the corresponding subject area [9]. Usually different internal 
machine representations are maintained, for different subject areas. If necessary, the 
support team can create a new internal machine representation or update the existing one. 
It can also be requested a supplement / specification of the job. 

Next the necessary application should be created. This can be a running application, 
documentation, drawings, description (some of the created applications can be used to 
create others). To create them various generators are used. Again, if necessary, the 
support team can create a new generator or update an existing one. 
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It is essential that it is necessary a great support and development team of such a 

system. Minor modifications of the subject area, adding new ones, creating a new 
generator - in all cases of manipulation of the system that can not be done by hired for the 
purpose team without his prior education and training. This is related to time and money 
again. 

It is very important that different generators (for different applications) use the same 
internal machine representation [10]. Very often one subsystem describes the task, it is fed 
to the next - to create a project, then it is submitted to the next - to create software and so 
on. For normal operation of this chain of reciprocity-associated modules it is needed a 
general (universal) internal machine representation. If an external developer wants to 
create a new generator and new application or modify an existing one - this is impossible 
due to the unknown of the internal machine representation. 
 

IS IT POSSIBLE TO SUGGEST SOME OTHER APPROACH? 
For a variety of subject areas there are small (relatively simple) systems, making 

small, well-defined things to automate human activity. Even more - some of them without 
claim for functional completeness are open source or free. For example: I want to create 
an information system for library service. It is a need a project to be created with a defined 
functionality, to describe subject area, to define the database, to create / generate 
software etc. A system such as Enterprise Architect [3] or IBM Web Sphere Lombardi 
[6], [8] will make a lot of this (or anything) but the price is not low and the maintenance of 
trained staff will cost as well. 

An idea arises: to use multiple unrelated systems [1] (if possible open source or free), 
each of which makes some of the needful activities. One such a system is the project 
graphic description (for example: MS Visio for UML-diagrams or [5] - BPM), another - to 
define the database, a third - to describe data structures (classes [2]) in the program and 
so on. How different systems to exchange information with each other (i.e. - the result of 
the work of the first to be used as input for the second)? Different options may be offered, 
one of which is a common, universal format for information describing a variety of text files, 
such as XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [19]. Many modern systems support 
functions for Export and Import of text files and/or variants thereof, including XML-files 
(Fig. 2). 

Thus, developing a problem, business processes can be described in UML diagrams 
[14], [15] using MS Visio, which comes in handy for drawing but it does not make any 
logical control over the generated algorithm. 

The created (drawing) diagram can be exported as a file in XML-format [4], [17], [18], 
which is applied as input to the next system (commercial or free) for further processing. 
And so on, using a lot of internally independent products communicating between by XML-
files, we can create a chain of tools that lead us to the final result or bring us closer to it. 
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CONCLUSION 
With a good knowledge of the subject area, there are options to select suitable 

software tools (free or open source [11], [13]) which can automate much of the work in 
software system creating. Viewed individually, each product works for itself automating 
"piece" of monotonous work in application development. Passing the results from one 
system to another (via the corresponding XML-format [4]) we could get the desired end 
result without using common internal machine representation. Thus, adjusting a chain of 
open source tools, small companies with insufficient resources can automate some of the 
activities in the software project implementation. 

Moreover: even though we have a commercial functionally complete system of 
internal machine representation, it is possible to need doing something extra, beyond of 
the system scope. So in this case we can look for another (external) application and 
communication between them done in XML-format (Fig. 3). 
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Резюме: Статията дискутира някои от проблемите при автоматизираното генериране на 

програми при използуването на вътрешномашинно представяне и без него. 
Ключови думи: генерация на програми, вътрешно-машинно представяне. 
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